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Short Description

With the Alphacool Eismatrix RGB-LED Controller and the Eiszyklon fans you have the perfect tools to
illuminate your PC extensively and impressively. Of course, the Eismatrix can control your fan speeds, but
that's not all. With the RGB LED controller you can not only change the colour, but also create a whole series
of dynamic effects and best of all, everything can be controlled via the simple and clear Eismatrix mobile
phone app. All you need is a Bluetooth enabled Android (from version 4.3) or Apple smartphone (from iOS
version 6.0) or an appropriate tablet for full control.

Description

With the Alphacool Eismatrix RGB-LED Controller and the Eiszyklon fans you have the perfect tools to
illuminate your PC extensively and impressively. Of course, the Eismatrix can control your fan speeds, but
that's not all. With the RGB LED controller you can not only change the colour, but also create a whole series
of dynamic effects and best of all, everything can be controlled via the simple and clear Eismatrix mobile
phone app. All you need is a Bluetooth enabled Android (from version 4.3) or Apple smartphone (from iOS
version 6.0) or an appropriate tablet for full control.

The Eismatrix Controller can handle a huge range of 29 different RGB effects. These include the following
colour effects: Static, Breathing, Fading, Marquee, Covering Marquee, Alternating, Spectrum Wave and Pulse.

Music fans have the possibility to let their lighting pulsate in time with their tunes. The whole thing can of
course be combined with colour changes. Continue the party inside and out of your computer!

If you would like to have a display of bright colours, you can create your own profile with your own colour
palette. The selected colours are then played back in the desired order. You can determine how fast the
colour changes should take place and if you wish, you can combine this with three effects to ensure
everything stays fresh.

Using the timer in the Eismatrix app, different effects can even be played at certain times. For this purpose,
22 RGB LED lighting effects are available. The speed and brightness of the effects can also be controlled to
your liking.

Up to 14 RGB LED fans can be connected to the Eismatrix controller. The fans are always controlled
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simultaneously, controlling individual fans this way isn’t possible. The RGB LED fans are also controlled via
the app and are infinitely variable. When using the Eiszyklon RGB LED fans, the control can even be set to 0,
which stops the fans completely. This does not change the luminosity of the RGB LED Eiszyklon fans The LEDs
and fan speed are controlled seperately. The combination of Eismatrix RGB LED controller and Eiszyklon RGB
LED fan is a perfect match.

Power is supplied via a SATA connector and the fans are controlled via a 3 or 4-pin connector. The Eismatrix
Controller uses its own RGB connector to securely hold the cables in place. For the use of RGB LED fans or
RGB LED strips with a classic 4-pin RGB connector you need an adapter. Two adapters are included.

Installation is very simple using magnets attached to the floor. This means that the Eismatrix RGB LED
controller can be easily accommodated in almost any case.

Specifications

Technical Details

Size: 118 x 73 x 33 mm
Connection Method: bluetooth
Fits to: iOS 6.0 and higher, Android 4.3 and higher
Working Temperature: -20°C ˜ 60°C
Working voltage: DC 12V
Output: <144W
Channel Output: <72W
Effective Remote Distance: 15-20m
Net weight: 95g

Scope of Delivery

1x Alphacool Eis-Matrix Aurora Controller - Black
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-15346-D

Weight 1.5000

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type PWM Fan Hub

Shape Rectangle

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197153461

Special Price $29.95


